Polio Drive Passes $2300 Mark Thurs.

Mrs. R. Whitehead Opens Camellia Trail at G.S.W.C.

The recent addition of Mrs. R. Whitehead to the faculty of the College of St. Mary marks a significant milestone in the campus's history. Mrs. Whitehead's expertise in the field of literature and art has already made her a valuable asset to the institution.

Scanlone Letters Home Tell True Stories About Situations

In the absence of a solution to Japan's situation, Mrs. Scanlone has been writing letters to her family. These letters reveal the true stories of life in the Far East, providing valuable insights into the daily lives of the people living there.

Language Club Adds 6 Members

The Language Club welcomed six new members last Monday, Jan. 29, at its regular meeting. Each of the new members was warmly welcomed by the existing members, who are eager to share their passion for language and culture.

Honor Group Buys Records for Cabin

The Freshman and Senior History honor group members have been busy preparing for their record buying trip. They have chosen a variety of records that they believe will provide an enjoyable and educational experience for their fellow students.

Y Conducts Service at Baptist Church

The Y.W.C.A. will conduct the Sunday night service at the First Baptist Church in Valdosta this Sunday night at 8 o'clock. The service will feature a speaker who will present a message on the importance of service in the community.

Emily Woodward Speaks to Students at Chapel

Miss Emily Woodward, well-known author, spoke to the students and faculty members at chapel on Monday. As the author of several books on the topic of women's rights, she has become a sought-after speaker in the field.
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GATHERED Gossip
by Kathelen GRANThAM

Those golfing around at the Officer's Club dangle their clubheads on the putting greens. One golfing group has been seen to be taking advantage of the newest trend in golfing: putting on grass. A group of four hit the putting green last week, and two of them were seen playing a game called "Tiger Woods". The group was later seen practicing their putting on the nearby putting green, and one of the members was heard to say, "This is the way to do it!"
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**Sidelights from Sports Field**

*By Corinne Dellinger*

Among the places that made the off-tastic games were the competition (very much a match) carried by Tarver and Cunningham during the basketball game last Wednesday. You should have heard Cunningham with both hands and after the game, you should have had the whole team to pick him out.

Bolet tells us that she can't wait with both hands and after the game, we wonder why it was so quiet in the dining hall. The answer is: She has no idea what she means. She wants to play, so she'll try hard. She'll even go, certain that she knew how to do it right and left.

Carson and Boyette were out on the golf course Saturday getting in some practice. Say the ground is a good place for a little. Carson!

By all the jogs in the air it would seem that the horses go plenty of work these days. Almost any time you can see Baldwin landing out a class for an hour ride along the roads around Valdosta but sometimes it would seem that the rider gets more out of the workout than the horse.

It shouldn't be too long before you will get a chance to see beautiful scenery around Valdosta on a hike. Whether it be by sunlight or moonlight it should be fun to watch out for it and let's all go.

Jerry Sheffield and Lou Sims seem to think there's nothing like a long bicycle ride to pick you up and set you right so maybe we had better try it. Why not get them to tell you about last Saturday afternoon? It's GOOD!

**Tarver**

(Continued from Page Two)

Some of her favorites in general include Philip Morris cigaretes with the American ball field, and the Lambdas were almost so excited about it all. You saw the game and market at those beautiful one-hand-ershirt may be a little too much, but she doesn't need to use both hands.

"Friend" Green is also living up to her name for the guards we have coming in rather vocal match) carried out with a victory to win the Kappas, 21-14.

**Forrester**

(Continued from Page Two)

may be radio or journalism that we have better try it. Why not ask Baldwin leading out a class for an hour ride along the roads around Valdosta but sometimes it would seem that the better gets more out of the workout than the horse. It shouldn't be too long before you will get a chance to see beautiful scenery around Valdosta on a hike. Whether it be by sunlight or moonlight it should be fun to watch out for it and let's all go.

Jerry Sheffield and Lou Sims seem to think there's nothing like a long bicycle ride to pick you up and set you right so maybe we had better try it. Why not get them to tell you about last Saturday afternoon? It's GOOD!

**Forres**
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Home Ec. Group
Sponsors Stylist

Miss Olive Berry, stylist for Simplicity Pattern Company, will present her new designs for Fall on February 19th by the Home Economics Club. The committee will meet in Mrs. Murray Lassiter's home. All women are invited to attend and will be introduced to the student body to model the wardrobe that Miss Berry will bring in chapel. All dresses were made as illustrations for the news and were made from patterns found in the Simplicity Spring 1945 Schoolgirl Wardrobe.

Converse Doors Meet Spring
With Amusing Signs, Signals

By CAROLYN STAFFORD

Most of us have been taught by our parents to obey signs. For instance, if you saw a sign in bold letters saying, "No Parking," you would not put your car there. In Converse Hall, and saw that sign across the hall, you would not bring any of your belongings across the hall. Yes, just about every room in Converse has some sort of sign on the door.

The champion sign owners are Mary Tharpe and Jean Lang in Room 107. They are greeted at the door by one saying, "For Men and Beautiful Blondes Only." Of course the first part is very useless around here, and the last part doesn't mean Mary Tharpe is not interested in you here. It's the spirit of the thing. Well, I got in the way of the building, and so I held my breath, turned around and sailed down the hall. On the way a boy passed Dew Drop Inn and although I realize the halls are too small to be really small, I stopped for a moment, but Betty Bates, the hostess was stepping out the door and so I realized it was just another one of those things I was telling you about. What was it? Oh, yes, I remember. Signs.

The thing that made this sign so full of enjoyment was the fact that Betty Bates, the hostess, raised me a line and said, "Hello, what do you want?" I realized that was the Doo Doo sign number 179. But suddenly it became alarming. Along of my was a war bomb. But no, wait, it was another sign that meant something else.
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